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As recognized, adventure as without diﬃculty as experience roughly lesson,
amusement, as competently as settlement can be gotten by just checking out a book
Enchantress From The Stars Sylvia Engdahl then it is not directly done, you
could take even more vis--vis this life, going on for the world.
We give you this proper as well as easy pretension to get those all. We give
Enchantress From The Stars Sylvia Engdahl and numerous ebook collections from
ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. among them is this Enchantress From The
Stars Sylvia Engdahl that can be your partner.

KEY=STARS - BRAUN CHARLES
ENCHANTRESS FROM THE STARS
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Rediscover this beloved Newbery Honor-winning
classic, Featuring a brand-new cover and a foreword by Lois Lowry! Elana,
a member of an interstellar civilization on a mission to a medieval planet,
becomes the key to a dangerous plan to turn back an invasion. How can
she help the Andrecians, who still believe in magic and superstition,
without revealing her own alien powers? At the same time, Georyn, the son
of an Andrecian woodcutter, knows only that there is a dragon in the
enchanted forest, and he must defeat it. He sees Elana as the Enchantress
from the Stars who has come to test him, to prove he is worthy. One of the
few science ﬁction books to win a Newbery Honor, this novel continues to
enthrall readers of all ages. Critical acclaim for Enchantress from the Stars:
A Newbery Honor Book A Junior Library Guild selection An ALA Notable pick
Winner of the Phoenix Award Finalist for the Book Sense Book of the Year
Award

STEWARDS OF THE FLAME
Sylvia Engdahl When starship captain Jesse Sanders is detained by a
dictatorial medical regime on the colony planet Undine, he is plunged into
a life involving ordeals and joys unlike anything he has ever imagined.

ENCHANTRESS FROM THE STARS
Enchantress from the Stars

JOURNEY BETWEEN WORLDS
Penguin To prove her independence to her boyfriend, Melinda decides to go
to Mars on a pleasure trip--an impromptu decision that changes her entire
way of life.
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THE FAR SIDE OF EVIL
Sylvia Engdahl On completion of her training as an agent of the interstellar
federation's Anthropological Service, Elana is sent to a world whose people
may soon destroy their civilization. Since not enough is understood about
the situation to justify any interference with their evolution, the Service
has no power to act; its agents must go as helpless observers, posing as
natives, in the hope of gaining knowledge that may help to save other
worlds. This passive role proves intolerable to the young, inexperienced
agent assigned to the same city as Elana, a city under totalitarian rule.
After falling in love with a local girl who has become Elana's closest friend,
he identiﬁes too completely with the natives and unwittingly endangers
the entire world by a well-meant but ill-advised attempt to intervene.
Forced to assume responsibility for undoing the damage, Elana ﬁnds that
only she—at great cost—can prevent an immediate war of annihilation.
Although this novel has the same heroine as the author's Newbery Honor
book Enchantress from the Stars, it is not a sequel but a completely
separate—and very diﬀerent—story not intended for readers below high
school age, which is also enjoyed by adults. The two books are in no way
dependent on each other and can be read in either order.

THIS STAR SHALL ABIDE
When he rebels against the tyranny of the ruling Scholars, Noren, a village
boy, is labeled a heretic and sent to them for punishment.

REFLECTIONS ON ENCHANTRESS FROM THE STARS AND OTHER
ESSAYS
Sylvia Engdahl Here are the author's collected essays about her Newbery
Honor book Enchantress from the Stars and other Young Adult and adult
science ﬁction novels, plus two autobiographical essays. Her comments on
Enchantress deal with issues she would like all its readers to be aware of.
This is one of three books of essays that replace Reﬂections on the Future:
Collected Essays, which has grown too long and covers too many topics.
Most of the essays included appeared there, so if you already have that
book you don't need this one. The other two replacement books, including
a number of new essays, are focused on space and on the human mind.

PROMISE OF THE FLAME
Sylvia Engdahl Three hundred people, isolated on a raw new planet in the
hope that their psi powers will become the foundation of a culture that can
someday shape the future of humankind. If they don't starve ﬁrst. If they
don't lose heart in the face of hardships beyond any they imagined. And if
their kids can be reared to believe in the dream and and advance both
their technology and their psi powers from one generation to the next.
Starship Captain Jesse Sanders hasn't expected to be responsible for the
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settlement. Peter is the leader, the visionary on whose inspiration they all
depend. But Peter has his hands full, not only with maintaining morale but
with grueling ordeals of his own. So the job of ensuring the colony's
survival falls on Jesse. And in the end, he must stake his life in a desperate
attempt to prevent the loss of all they have gained. This is a sequel to
"Stewards of the Flame," but it can be read independently. Unlike
Engdahl's other earlier novels, it is not a YA book and is not appropriate for
middle-school readers.

MOTHER OF THE BELIEVERS
A NOVEL OF THE BIRTH OF ISLAM
Simon and Schuster Deep in the heart of seventh-century Arabia, a new
prophet named Muhammad has arisen. As his message of enlightenment
sweeps through Arabia and uniﬁes the warring tribes, his young wife Aisha
recounts Muhammad's astonishing transformation from prophet to warrior
to statesman. But just after the moment of her husband's greatest triumph
-- the conquest of the holy city of Mecca -- Muhammad falls ill and dies in
Aisha's arms. A young widow, Aisha ﬁnds herself at the center of the new
Muslim empire and becomes by turns a teacher, political leader, and
warrior. Written in beautiful prose and meticulously researched, Mother of
the Believer is the story of an extraordinary woman who was destined to
help usher Islam into the world.

THE DOORS OF THE UNIVERSE
Sylvia Engdahl With genetic engineering promising salvation for the people
on their hostile planet, the Scholar Noren ﬁnds he faces more problems
than overcoming the taboo on genetic research.

ENCHANTRESS FROM THE STARS
Orion

SELECTED ESSAYS ON ENCHANTRESS FROM THE STARS AND MORE
This book consists of essays by the author of Enchantress from the Stars
selected from her collections Reﬂections on Enchantress from the Stars
and Other Essays, From This Green Earth: Essays on Looking Outward, and
The Future of Being Human and Other Essays, which are available only as
ebooks. Because of their length these collections cannot be issued as
paperbacks at reasonable prices, so this short sampler has been produced
for the beneﬁt of readers whohave a strong preference for print books. It
contains no new essays. The lead essay "Reﬂections on Enchantress from
the Stars" deals with issues that the author feels readers of the novel
should be aware of. The other essays in this book are about subjects
relevant to the story such as the importance of space exploratiom, outlook
toward the future, and the reality of psi powers. They include: Reﬂections
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on Enchantress from the Stars Perspective on the Future: The Quest of
Space Age Young People Faith as the Focus of Children of the Star Update
on the Critical Stage: The Far Side of Evil's Relevance Today A Response to
Some Reactions to Journey Between Worlds Space and Human Survival
Breaking Out from Earth's Shell Why There Will Never Be an Interplanetary
War The Role of Psi in Human Aﬀairs The Roots of Disbelief in Human Mind
Powers Transhumanism Is a Dead End Why I Don't Read Much Science
Fiction

THE GOOD KINGS
ABSOLUTE POWER IN ANCIENT EGYPT AND THE MODERN WORLD
Disney Electronic Content Written in the tradition of historians like Stacy
Schiﬀ and Amanda Foreman who ﬁnd modern lessons in ancient history,
this provocative narrative explores the lives of ﬁve remarkable pharaohs
who ruled Egypt with absolute power, shining a new light on the country's
3,000-year empire and its meaning today.

THESE BROKEN STARS
A STARBOUND NOVEL
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers It's a night like any other on board the
Icarus. Then, catastrophe strikes: the massive luxury spaceliner is yanked
out of hyperspace and plummets into the nearest planet. Lilac LaRoux and
Tarver Merendsen survive. And they seem to be alone. Lilac is the daughter
of the richest man in the universe. Tarver comes from nothing, a young war
hero who learned long ago that girls like Lilac are more trouble than
they're worth. But with only each other to rely on, Lilac and Tarver must
work together, making a tortuous journey across the eerie, deserted
terrain to seek help. Then, against all odds, Lilac and Tarver ﬁnd a strange
blessing in the tragedy that has thrown them into each other's arms.
Without the hope of a future together in their own world, they begin to
wonder???would they be better oﬀ staying here forever? Everything
changes when they uncover the truth behind the chilling whispers that
haunt their every step. Lilac and Tarver may ﬁnd a way oﬀ this planet. But
they won't be the same people who landed on it. The ﬁrst in a sweeping
science ﬁction trilogy, These Broken Stars is a timeless love story about
hope and survival in the face of unthinkable odds.

THIS STAR SHALL ABIDE AKA HERITAGE OF THE STAR
Sylvia Engdahl (This book is known in the UK as Heritage of the Star) Noren
can see that his world is not as it should be--it is wrong that only the
Scholars, and their representatives the Technicians, can use metal tools
and Machines. It's wrong that only those few have access to the
impenetrable City, which he has always longed to enter. Above all, it is
wrong for the Scholars to have sole power over the distribution of
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knowledge. Unable to believe in the Prophecy that promises these
restrictions will someday end, he declares it to be a fraud and deﬁes the
High Lew under which they are enforced. His family and the girl to whom
he is betrothed reject him. Yet he cannot turn back from the path that
leads him to the mysterious fate awaiting heretics. This classic science
ﬁction novel is enjoyed by readers age 12 and up as well as by teens and
adults who go on to read the other two books in the Children of the Star
trilogy. Originally published in hardcover by Atheneum in the US and by
Gollancz in the UK under the title Heritage of the Star, it was the winner of
a Christopher Award given for "aﬃrmation of the highest values of the
human spirit."

JACOB HAVE I LOVED
Harper Collins Katherine Paterson's remarkable Newbery Medal-winning
classic about a painful sibling rivalry, and one sister’s struggle to make her
own way, is an honest and daring portrayal of adolescence and coming of
age. A strong choice for independent reading, both for summer reading
and homeschooling, as well as in the classroom, Jacob Have I Loved has
been lauded as a cornerstone young adult novel and was ranked among the
all-time best children's novels in a survey published by School Library
Journal. "Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated . . ." With her
grandmother's taunt, Louise knew that she, like the biblical Esau, was the
despised elder twin. Caroline, her selﬁsh younger sister, was the one
everyone loved. Growing up on a tiny Chesapeake Bay island, angry Louise
reveals how Caroline has robbed her of everything: her hopes for
schooling, her friends, her mother, even her name. While everyone
pampers Caroline, Wheeze (her sister's name for her) begins to learn the
ways of the watermen and the secrets of the island, especially of old
Captain Wallace, who has mysteriously returned after ﬁfty years. The war
unexpectedly gives this independent girl a chance to fulﬁll her dream to
work on the water alongside her father. But the dream does not satisfy the
woman she is becoming. Alone and unsure, Louise begins to ﬁght her way
to a place for herself outside her sister's shadow. But in order to do that,
she must ﬁrst ﬁgure out who she is...

HERITAGE OF THE STAR
Victor Gollancz When he rebels against the tyranny of his planet's ruling
Scholars, a boy is labelled a heretic and sent to them for punishment. He
is, however, given the opportunity to learn far more than he ever dreamed
of.

HERALD OF THE FLAME
Sylvia Engdahl As captain of his own starship Estel, Terry Steward, born
Terry Radnor, is committed to spreading acceptance of psi powers and
other advanced mind capabilities throughout the colonies of humankind.
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Barred from contact with his beloved planet Maclairn, he now journeys
from world to world, heralding the hopeful future about which he alone
knows the full truth. But the opponents of mind-powers are gaining
strength, and on Earth the persecution of people who develop such
abilities is increasing. Soon targeted by bounty hunters, Terry risks
everything that matters to him in a desperate attempt to defeat Maclairn's
enemies, not guessing that if he lives long enough, he is destined for an
even greater role in human history than he has played as a defender of its
cause.

ENCHANTRESS FROM THE STARS
Everbind A science ﬁction story of two worlds colliding. Elana, a member of
an interstellar civilization on a mission to a medieval planet, becomes the
key to a dangerous plan to turn back an invasion.

MY LITTLE PONY: FLUTTERSHY'S BUNNY HAVEN
LB Kids Join Fluttershy and her very best friends in this charming leveled
reader based on an episode of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic!
Fluttershy dreams of creating a safe place for animals to live! She is so
excited when she gets to make that dream come true with the help of some
expert ponies. With their help, Fluttershy's sanctuary will be
perfect...right? Passport to Reading: Featuring a winning combination of
favorite licensed characters and carefully controlled text--reading along or
reading alone just got more fun with Passport to Reading! All books include
a parent letter, word count, Guided Reading level, and number of sight
words. Level 2: Reading out Loud: encourages developing readers to sound
out loud, includes more complex stories with simple vocabulary. © 2020
Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.

JOURNEY BETWEEN WORLDS
Sylvia Engdahl Melinda Ashley has a plan for her life, and a trip to Mars isn't
part of it. When she receives a spaceliner ticket as a high school
graduation gift from her dad, she is dismayed, but reluctantly agrees to go
with him--in part because she's infuriated by her ﬁance's high-handed
declaration that she can't. Her outlook begins to change when she meets
Alex Preston, a second-generation Martian colonist who is going home
after college on Earth. Alex believes settling Mars is important. He's
looking forward to the role he expects to play in the colony's future.
Melinda ﬁnds this hard to understand, yet she is more and more drawn to
him and, while on Mars, to his family. Torn between what she has always
wanted and upsetting new feelings, she wonders if she can ever again be
content. It takes tragedy and a terrifying experience on the Martian moon
Phobos to make her aware of what really matters to her.
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ANCILLARY JUSTICE
Orbit The only novel ever to win the Hugo, Nebula, and Arthur C. Clarke
Awards and the ﬁrst book in Ann Leckie's New York Times bestselling
trilogy. On a remote, icy planet, the soldier known as Breq is drawing
closer to completing her quest. Once, she was the Justice of Toren - a
colossal starship with an artiﬁcial intelligence linking thousands of soldiers
in the service of the Radch, the empire that conquered the galaxy. Now, an
act of treachery has ripped it all away, leaving her with one fragile human
body, unanswered questions, and a burning desire for vengeance. In the
Ancillary world: 1. Ancillary Justice2. Ancillary Sword3. Ancillary Mercy

BEYOND THE TOMORROW MOUNTAINS
Sylvia Engdahl Children of the Star trilogy, Book Two. Once Noren gained
admission to the City where technology was hidden, he thought he had
discovered how to make metal and Machines available to everyone and end
the rule of the Scholars. But he soon learned it was not as simple as he had
believed. Was it right to let people go on believing in the promises of a
Prophecy that might not come true after all?

THE LOVECRAFT TAROT
CHILDREN OF THE STAR: THE COMPLETE TRILOGY
Sylvia Engdahl An omnibus edition containing the complete trilogy This Star
Shall Abide (known in the UK as Heritage of the Star), Beyond the
Tomorrow Mountains, and The Doors of the Universe. Noren can see that
his world is not as it should be--it is wrong that only the Scholars, and their
representatives the Technicians, can use metal tools and Machines. It's
wrong that only those few have access to the impenetrable City, which he
has always longed to enter. Above all, it is wrong for the Scholars to have
sole power over the distribution of knowledge. Unable to believe in the
Prophecy that promises these restrictions will someday end, he declares it
to be a fraud and deﬁes the High Lew under which they are enforced. His
family and the girl to whom he is betrothed reject him. Yet he cannot turn
back from the path that leads him to the mysterious fate awaiting heretics.
But the more he learns of the grim truth about his people's deprivations,
the less possible it seems that their world can be changed. And once he
discovers what really happened in their past, he becomes convinced that it
is up to him to restore their rightful heritage. To do so, however, will mean
giving up all else that matters to him, for it will demand more drastic steps
than anyone has imagined.

THE RISING FLAME
OMNIBUS, DEFENDER OF THE FLAME AND HERALD OF THE FLAME
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Book One: Defender of the Flame
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Starship pilot Terry Radnor is elated to be among those chosen to defend
the secret colony Maclairn against enemies who pose a threat to the
spread of paranormal human mind powers. He commits himself wholly to
the goal of that world, not guessing how far his eﬀort to protect it will take
him from everything else he cares about--his promising career as a Fleet
oﬃcer, his wife and soulmate, his unborn child. Torn away against his will,
he is forced into exile from all that has previously mattered to him, without
hope of a chance to fulﬁll the pledge he has made. Yet a mysterious and
extraordinary destiny has been predicted for Terry, and fate leads him to
an even dtranger one than anybody could have imagined. Book Two:
Herald of the Flame As captain of his own starship Estel, Terry Steward,
born Terry Radnor, is committed to spreading acceptance of psi powers
and other advanced mind capabilities throughout the colonies of
humankind. Barred from contact with Maclairn, he now journeys from world
to world, heralding the hopeful future about which he alone knows the full
truth. But the opponents of mind-power are gaining strength, and on Earth
the persecution of people who develop new abilities is increasing. Soon
targeted by bounty hunters, Terry risks everything that matters to him in a
desperate attempt to defeat Maclairn's enemies, not guessing that if he
lives long enough, he is destined for an even greater role in human history
than he has played as a defender of its cause.

THE LANDSCAPES OF ANNE OF GREEN GABLES
THE ENCHANTING ISLAND THAT INSPIRED L. M. MONTGOMERY
Timber Press “This book will be treasured by Montgomery’s legions of fans.”
—Carolyn Strom Collins, author of The Anne of Green Gables Treasury The
Landscapes of Anne of Green Gables explores L. M. Montgomery’s deep
connection to the landscapes of Prince Edward Island that inspired her to
write the beloved Anne of Green Gables series. From the Lake of Shining
Waters and the Haunted Wood to Lover’s Lane, you’ll be immersed in the
real places immortalized in the novels. Using Montgomery’s journals,
archives, and scrapbooks, Catherine Reid explores the many similarities
between Montgomery and her unforgettable heroine, Anne Shirley. The
lush package includes Montgomery’s hand-colorized photographs, the
illustrations originally used in Anne of Green Gables, and contemporary
and historical photography.

WHAT HEARTS
Harper Collins Recipient of a 1993 Newbery Honor, this novel is an achingly
beautiful, powerfully rendered journey through childhood that is not to be
missed, now available in a new edition with a striking new cover. “From an
outstandingly perceptive writer, a moving portrait of a boy, observed at
four revealing turning points.” -- Pointer Review/Kirkus Reviews “Combines
fast, exciting action with an astonishing ending that proves the power of
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the individual imagination.” -- Starred Review/ALA Booklist
"Asa—possessed of rare sweetness, humor, and inner strength—survives
intact cruel tests of his integrity, intellect, and sense of decency. From an
outstandingly perceptive writer, a moving portrait of a boy, observed at
four revealing turning points." —K. "Told with controlled imagery,
insightful illumination of motive and the needs of his characters, Brooks
has proven himself once again a master of language." —BL. 1993 Newbery
Honor Book Notable Children's Books of 1993 (ALA) 1993 Best Books for
Young Adults (ALA) 1993 Fanfare Honor List (The Horn Book) 1993
Teachers' Choices (IRA) 1993 Books for the Teen Age (NY Public Library)

THE FAR SIDE OF EVIL
A young girl from an advanced civilization is sent as an observer to a
planet whose people have not yet learned to control their use of atomic
power.

THE EAR, THE EYE, AND THE ARM
Scholastic Inc. In 2194 in Zimbabwe, General Matsika's three children are
kidnapped and put to work in a plastic mine while three mutant detectives
use their special powers to search for them.

THE STEERSWOMAN
Rosemary Kirstein FREEDOM OF INFORMATION If you ask, she must answer. A
steerswoman's knowledge is shared with any who request it; no
steerswoman may refuse a question, and no steerswoman may answer with
anything but the truth.And if she asks, you must answer. It is the other
side of tradition's contract -- and if you refuse the question, or lie, no
steerswoman will ever again answer even your most casual question.And
so, the steerswomen - always seeking, always investigating - have
gathered more and more knowledge about the world they travel, and they
share that knowledge freelyUntil the day that the steerswoman Rowan
begins asking innocent questions about one small, lovely, inexplicable
object...Her discoveries grow stranger and deeper, and more dangerous,
until suddenly she ﬁnds she must ﬂee or ﬁght for her life. Or worse -lie.Because one kind of knowledge has always been denied the the
steerswomen: Magic."If you haven't read Kirstein's Steerswoman books I
envy you the chance to read them now for the ﬁrst time.... I think they
have a very good claim to be my favorite thing still being written. [...] If
you like science, and if you like watching someone work out mysteries, and
if you like detailed weird alien worlds and human cultures, if really good
prose appeals... you're really in luck." - Jo Walton, Hugo and Nebula Awards
winner, author of Among Others and Farthing."[Kirstein] walks the
tightrope between fantasy and science ﬁction with precision and grace...
[her] compassion for even minor characters is evident on every page, and
her prose is measured and alluring without being overworked." -- Damien
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Broderick & Paul Di Filippo, in Science Fiction: The 101 Best Novels
1985-2010

TELLING CHILDREN'S STORIES
NARRATIVE THEORY AND CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
U of Nebraska Press The most accessible approach yet to children's literature
and narrative theory,Telling Children's Storiesis a comprehensive collection
of never-before-published essays by an international slate of scholars that
oﬀers a broad yet in-depth assessment of narrative strategies unique to
children's literature. The volume is divided into four interrelated sections:
"Genre Templates and Transformations," "Approaches to the Picture Book,"
"Narrators and Implied Readers," and "Narrative Time." Mike Cadden's
introduction considers the links between the various essays and topics, as
well as their connections with such issues as metaﬁction, narrative ethics,
focalization, and plotting. Ranging in focus from picture books to novels
such asTo Kill a Mockingbird, from detective ﬁction for children to
historical tales, from new works such as the Lemony Snicket series to
classics likeTom's Midnight Garden, these essays explore notions of
montage and metaphor, perspective and subjectivity, identiﬁcation and
time. Together, they comprise a resource that will interest and instruct
scholars of narrative theory and children's literature, and that will become
critically important to the understanding and development of both ﬁelds.

THE SEARCH FOR BELLE PRATER
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) The sequel to the beloved Newbery Honor
Book, Belle Prater's Boy Since Belle Prater inexplicably disappeared about
a year ago, her son, Woodrow, and his cousin Gypsy have been searching
for answers. Then, on the stroke of midnight on Woodrow's birthday, the
phone rings. No one is at the other end of the line, but Woodrow is certain
it was his mama. They ﬁnd out that the call was placed from nearby
Blueﬁeld, and set out to see if they can track her down. Joining them is
Cassie Caulborne, the new girl in school, who is endowed with the gift of
second sight. Unfortunately, they can ﬁnd no trace of Belle. Once again,
Woodrow realizes that perhaps even worse than not knowing where she is,
is not understanding why his mama would leave him. How Woodrow,
Gypsy, and Cassie come to understand the truth, and Woodrow eventually
ﬁnds Belle, ﬁlls this oftrequested sequel to Belle Prater's Boy with magic
and suspense. The Search for Belle Prater is a 2006 Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of the Year.

REVVER THE SPEEDWAY SQUIRREL
Bloomsbury Publishing USA The author of the bestselling Goodnight,
Goodnight, Construction Site picture books makes her middle grade debut
in this utterly delightful, illustrated series perfect for fans of Beverly
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Cleary's The Mouse and the Motorcycle. Meet Revver: a little squirrel with
big dreams . . . to drive a race car! His siblings might not understand his
need for speed, but Revver doesn't care. And he certainly doesn't care
about looking for food, climbing trees, or any other "ordinary" squirrel
activity. He spends his days staring at the racetrack just below his nest,
where the cars zoom by day in and day out. When Revver ﬁnally gets the
chance to sneak out to the track, he ﬁnds that becoming part of the pit
crew is more diﬃcult than he expected. He never learned anything about
engines in Squirrel School! Then Revver meets tire changer Bill, who luckily
has a soft spot for animals. Can Revver prove to Bill that he deserves to be
part of the team? Perfect for fans of Ralph S. Mouse, Revver the Speedway
Squirrel is a funny, action-packed, and heartwarming story about family,
feeling diﬀerent, and following your heart.

KNEEKNOCK RISE
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) From the moment young Egan arrives in Instep
for the annual fair, he is entranced by the fable surrounding the misty peak
of Kneeknock Rise: On stormy nights when the rain drives harsh and cold,
an undiscovered creature raises its voice and moans. Nobody knows what
it is—nobody has ever dared to try to ﬁnd out and come back again. Before
long, Egan is climbing the Rise to ﬁnd an answer to the mystery.
Kneeknock Rise is a 1971 Newbery Honor Book.

THE OUTLAWS OF SHERWOOD
Open Road Media The Newbery Medal–winning author of The Hero and the
Crown brings the Robin Hood legend to vivid life. Young Robin Longbow,
subapprentice forester in the King’s Forest of Nottingham, must contend
with the dislike of the Chief Forester, who bullies Robin in memory of his
popular father. But Robin does not want to leave Nottingham or lose the
title to his father’s small tenancy, because he is in love with a young lady
named Marian—and keeps remembering that his mother too was gentry
and married a common forester. Robin has been granted a rare holiday to
go to the Nottingham Fair, where he will spend the day with his friends
Much and Marian. But he is ambushed by a group of the Chief Forester’s
cronies, who challenge him to an archery contest . . . and he accidentally
kills one of them in self-defense. He knows his own life is forfeit. But Much
and Marian convince him that perhaps his personal catastrophe is also an
opportunity: an opportunity for a few stubborn Saxons to gather together
in the secret heart of Sherwood Forest and strike back against the
arrogance and injustice of the Norman overlords.

ENCHANTRESS FROM THE STARS. DRAWINGS BY RODNEY SHACKELL
MAYA AND THE ROBOT
Penguin From award-winning author Eve L. Ewing comes an illustrated
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middle grade novel about a forgotten homemade robot who comes to life
just when aspiring ﬁfth-grade scientist Maya needs a friend -- and a
science fair project. Maya's nervous about ﬁfth grade. She tries to keep
calm by reminding herself she knows what to expect. But then she learns
that this year won't be anything like the last. For the ﬁrst time since
kindergarten, her best friends Jada and MJ are placed in a diﬀerent class
without her, and introverted Maya has trouble making new friends. She
tries to put on a brave face since they are in ﬁfth grade now, but Maya is
nervous! Just when too much seems to be changing, she ﬁnds a robot
named Ralph in the back of Mr. Mac's convenience store closet. Once she
uses her science skills to get him up and running, a whole new world of
connection opens up as Ralph becomes a member of her family and Maya
begins to step into her power. In this touching novel, Eve L. Ewing melds
together a story about community, adapting to change, and the magic of
ingenuity that reminds young readers that they can always turn to their
own curiosity when feeling lost.

TWICE QUEEN OF FRANCE
ANNE OF BRITTANY
Sylvia Engdahl A biography for teens of a strong, independent woman of the
15th century. Anne of Brittany was only 12 when, in 1488, she became its
Duchess, but already she was among the best-educated women of her era
and she was determined to preserve the duchy’s independence. At 15 she
averted takeover by France when she married its king, Charles VIII, and
after he died she married his successor, Louis XII, becoming the only
person ever twice crowned Queen of France. Foreword by Sylvia Louise
Engdahl, the author’s daughter. Illustrated with 16th-century portraits.
“The life of Anne of Brittany is traced in detail against a vivid background
of court life during the Renaissance. . . . Useful to schools for its portrayal
of the times, this has enough romance to appeal to girls.”—ALA Booklist

ENVOY OF THE FLAME
Sylvia Engdahl Ardith Moran is elated by the prospect of contact with
extraterrestrial civilizations, elated enough to stake her life on her
conviction that they exist after the exploratory expedition's leaders turn
back. The last thing she expects is to fall in love with an alien, much less
for their love to play a key role in saving Earth from tyranny and eventual
ruin. As a member of the Anthropological Service, he is willing to make
sacriﬁces and expects her to do the same. Can she, inﬂuenced by the
legacy of the now-legendary Captain of Estel, convince Earthborn people
that they can't retreat from the universe? Or will Earth's authorities
succeed in killing her to suppress the evidence only she and her fellow
envoys can provide? Please note: The original edition of this book
published in June 2021, which has a woman's face on the cover, has been
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withdrawn. This is a revised edition published in September 2022.
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